MAXGUARD HPW WHITE
™

HIGH PERFORMANCE MARINE GELCOATS

At INEOS Composites, our experience and history
of success within the marine industry is welldocumented. But we did not do this alone. Our
commitment to collaborating with the industry’s
leading boat builders to deliver high performance
products is the foundation of our success, including
our entire Maxguard™ product offering.

Benefits
•

Unprecedented flexibility

•

Best-in-class weathering

•

Exceptional application and
repair properties

•

Excellent blister resistance

•

Boat MACT compliant

Premium Maxguard™ gelcoats provide superior performance in critical
use environments with the added value of high weatherability and
outstanding cosmetics. As a result, your boats will maintain their luster
and finish for years to come, providing a great value for your consumers.
INEOS has a history of being the market leader in providing products
with reliable, durable, real world performance.
Maxguard™ HPW premium marine gelcoats are low HAP, high
performance gelcoats designed to be extremely flexible for superior
crack resistance. In addition to their unprecedented flexibility, HPW
gelcoats are easy to apply, and deliver unmatched weathering and blister
performance. Boat builders can rely on the toughness of HPW gelcoats
to meet their most challenging processing and performance needs.
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Mandrel bend test demonstrating HPW gelcoat’s
50% increase in flexibility compared to other
marine gelcoats.
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Innovation and Collaboration to Grow the Marine Market
INEOS has designed a complete line of premium gelcoats, epoxy vinyl ester resins, unsaturated polyester resins, low
profile resins, fuel tank resins and barrier coats. Combined with INEOS’ boat-building expertise, product development and
technical service, INEOS will help you become a better, more profitable boat builder.
INEOS’ technical service team has an industry-leading reputation for solving problems. We work closely with our
customers to understand specific application challenges and recommend the best product to meet business objectives.
Whether focused on product design, process optimization or new product development, INEOS prides itself on building
partnerships that lead to innovative solutions. Visit ineos.com/composites to learn more.
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